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Dr. Candice Schaefer is a board-certified licensed clinical psychologist,

executive coach, consultant, and thought leader in the field of mental health

at work. Dr. Schaefer spent 10 years as a practicing clinician in medical

settings and private practice before moving to the tech industry in 2017,

where she created and delivered resiliency programming for employees

working with graphic and sensitive content at Facebook. At Twitter, Dr.

Schaefer served as the director of global employee wellness, a subject

matter expert, and a consultant to many organizations within Twitter, with

the goal of increasing employee resilience and decreasing occupational

burnout. In 2022, Candice joined Spring Health, a mental health technology

company, to create an internal innovation lab researching the connections

between mental health and high performance through workplace mental

health interventions. 

Now, Dr. Schaefer enjoys working with clients as a therapist and executive

coach, as well as an independent consultant for organizations. She has

served as a panelist and keynote speaker at many employee well-being

conferences around the world for HR and corporate well-being

professionals, and a speaker for employee groups on areas like imposter

syndrome and burnout.

Dr. Schaefer is a regular source for media stories and podcasts on

resiliency, burnout, and millennial work/life balance. She can be reached

for media inquiries at candice@candiceschaefer.com
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“Candice provided us with an extremely interesting and helpful talk on the topic of imposter

syndrome. The talk was well balanced between helping us to understand what imposter

syndrome is, why these thought patterns occur, and proactive steps we could take to

overcome these feelings and combat our imposter syndrome! Candice is a very engaging

speaker and held attendance and interest high throughout the whole session using popular

culture references and asking questions to the audience. Every attendee left the talk with a

whole host of tips to take forward and use throughout their career. I can’t thank Candice

enough for this talk!”
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1-2 HOURS
Do you ever feel like a fraud at work?

Imposter syndrome can rob us of our

confidence and future opportunites when

we doubt ourselves! In this 1 hour talk, Dr.

Schaefer will review the basics on imposter

syndrome is and how to identify it in

ourselves, as well as combat it, 

Lets face it, there is no shortage of

occupational burnout happening in

today's workplace. But what is burnout

exactly, and more importantly, how do

we stop it from happening in the first

place? Dr. Schaefer reviews common

strategies and tips on managing and

recovering from burnout..

In this one hour workshop, Dr.

Schaefer will teach your

employees the basics of listening,

reflecting, and how to help others

in crisis situations.


